Dear colleagues!

I am Vera Boronenko, the researcher from Daugavpils University (Latvia), and I would like to inform you about wonderful opportunity for Egyptian students and researchers to spend some time in Latvia for studies and researches, receiving scholarships (the deadline of applying is May 1). See, please, here the detail information:

http://www.viaa.gov.lv/eng/international_cooperation/scholarships_gov/latvian_scholarships/

I would like to invite you to Daugavpils University (www.du.lv) or another university or summer school in Latvia! I can explain additionally that 100 LVL is approximately 200 USD, but study fee in our university is about 1000 LVL per year (but it varies by study programmes and levels), but accommodation fee at our university hotel is 34 LVL per month for one person in the double room, and 50 LVL for single room. And I can add that general part of the Latvian people has salary less than these scholarships – so, they are enough for living and studying here.

I like your sunny country and people very much, that is why I invite you to Daugavpils and to Latvia!!! I know that many of Egyptians speak Russian also – it will be easier for them to be integrated in our Russian-spoken city.

I also invite you (those who are social scientists) to be published in our scientific journal "Social Science Bulletin" (http://szv.du.lv) where I am the editor.

Please, choose this opportunity and good luck for all of you!

Yours,

Vera